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COMME.NTARY • • • 
By Elaine Lance 
Another VEHICLE has come into existence! Another accumula-
tion of student-written poems, essays, and short stories has been ac-
cumulated. This year, as in the past, awards for the best poex:n, 
short story, and the Winnie Davis Neely Award are being presented. 
Pat Hart, art major from Casey, received the Winnde Davis Neely 
Award. This award is given annually by Sigima Tau Delta to that 
student who submits the best manuscript in the literary contest spon-
sored by the VEHICLE and Sigma Tau Delta. · 
Awards for the best short story and poem are presented by the 
VEHICLE. Steve Gibbs, junior Engldsh major from Sparta, New 
Jersey, received the short story award for his story "Little Brother." 
Dave Dix, sophomore .English major from Robinson, received the 
poetry award for his poem "Away." 
Perhaps it sounds pompous to say that a sign of creativ1i.ty is 
present at Eastern. Students, a small number but slowly increasing, 
are interested in writing. Perhaps it would be well to consider why 
and how creative writers at Eastern are developing. This can not be 
finally resolved, but some general questions might be raised. Are 
poets and prose writers born or do they evolve? And if the ipossibil-
ity of evolution exists, where and how does dt take place? Who pos-
sesses the potential to become a writer? Obviously, these questions 
have been asked before and answers have been offered before. 
Answers are theoretical, and different answers appeal to dififerent people. 
Other areas of creativity besides wni.ting exist but since this is 
a literary magazine, writing is of prime concern. Individuals write 
for at least one of three reasons. Sometimes Wni.ting is a necessity. 
Certain courses require such activity. Another reason for writing is 
to attain status. One may very quietly announce-"! write," suggest-
ing that he already has a great deal in common with Hemingway.· The 
desired response to such a statement is a look of amazement and an 
impressed "Oh really!" And finally, some write because they want 
to write; their creative rubility is another part of their make-up that 
they wish to develop. They write to write for personal satisfaction, 
not always for public recognition. Writing is a personal exercise, 
perhaps selfishly pursued. 
Writing lends itself to criticism. Some people cni.ticize . for lack 
of anything better to do. In selecting material for the VEHICLE, 
several points for criticism appeared. Some general remarks about 
poetry could be made. 
One fault is usage of abstract language. Perhaps students think 
that if other poets seem to use abstract, vague words, they can'. 
Words such as "life," "humility," "pride," "anger," are perfectly 
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good words, but they do not enable the reader to visualize anything 
specific. Using imagery to dramatize these emotions or qualities 
would allow the reader to see or feel more. Dramatization is more 
desirable than merely stating the way things are. 
Another criticism concerns the rhythm and lack of conciseness 
of language. In an attempt to develop rhythm. which many regard 
as having a sing-song or nursery rhyme sound, the writer makes it 
too childish: I saw the tree. / It looked at me. Or the writer will 
have no rhythm at all. He arranges sentences in poetical form which 
does not camouflage their prose quality: Running through the 
woods, I I stumbled. Economical use of words comes with practice 
and so does a feel for rhythm. 
And finally, the tendency to moralize appears. .To make his 
point, the writer states it because he wants the reader to "get" the mes-
sage. After all, the poetry he reads has a point, and if he is going 
to write poetry, !in imitation, he should also have a message. Instead 
of being subtle, he states it outright. 
Prose--especially short stories--was good. As for essays, essays 
are what one writes for English 120, 121, or 220. One does not sub-
mit them to a VEHICLE contest. The number of essays submitted 
leads to the hypothesis that the classroom is the only home of essays. 
The number of manuscripts submitted is a bit upsetting. The 
VEHICLE is a literary magazine composed of student-written mate-
rial; it is, in short, a student publication. All students are eligible 
to submit material. Material selected for publication is selected on 
the basis of its merit, not on the student as an individual or his major. 
Being a literary magazine, the VEHICLE is a rather obscure 
publication. But it does belong to all students. More student part!· 
cipation does seem necessary, 
Finally, the interest in creative acbivities should be mentioned. 
Any creative endeavor requires work and involves disappointments. 
The disappointments should not be discouraging but should encourage 
somehow. 
In an essay "The Creative Life," Henry Miller wrote: "Work, 
it seemed to me even at the threshold of life, is an activity reserved 
for the dullard. It is the very opposite of creation, which is play, and 
which just because it has no raison d'etre, other than itself is the 
supreme motivating power in life." Later !in the same essay he writes: 
"The creative life! Ascension. Passing beyond oneself. Rocketing 
out into the blue, grasping at flying ladders, mounting, soaring, lift-
ing the world up by the scalp, rousing the angels from their ethereal 
lairs, drowning in stellar depths, clingdng to the tails of comets." 
Perhaps that could serve as encouragement and inspiration. 
Hopefully, the creative interest at Eastern, now dn the embryonic 
stages, will continue to grow. 
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Lost Island and The Unseen Sea 
By Daun Alan Legg 
My own true love of god the sleepy witness, 
my heart's frail love, 
vibrating at the pace 
of green and sunset jello-thoughts 
would die from fear 
beyond the picket fence most mine, 
my weedy, worn, familiar 
mind and blood frontier. 
The mainland world is like the April wind 
that whistles quick and lonely 
past my cottage in the valley. 
So easy-found and hopeless-lost am I, 
the hermit of the lowland island, 
servant of the unseen sea, 
slave of the moaning hills, 
friend of the buried dead, 
brother to the bleeding, running deer, 
equal to the none of all. 
My own bright shine of eye, 
belonging to the helpless-endless, 
promised to the rotting orange moon, 
knows far too well the sing-song jeering 
of the statues on the hills. 
Less than I, they stare my oneness down. 
More than stone, I lie along the bending road. 
There is a road that looks more like a path, 
and it leads in winding upness 
from my mailbox to the summit 
of the weedy, brambled hills. 
A road for now unknown 
except by sight, 
A path untraveled, 
waiting for the darkness 
and the coming of the fireflies. 
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In the darkness of the candle-making world; 
In the loneliness of letters from the dead, 
I live in a cottage in the valley. 
I hide behind a paintless picket fence. 
I see the sun rise up behind one hill 
and set behind another. 
Somewhere sure and not so far away 
the sea that I have never seen 
ripples in its faith-preparing 
for the hour that cannot be--
my time of getting free. 
Elegy 
By William Mosier 
"She was good." 
"Yes. No doubt. But distant." 
"And she is closer now, 
And further away, 
Than she has ever been. 
And better off." 
"And yet-" 
"And yet she lived a 
Good, 
Long life." 
Dona eies requem 
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First Prize, Poetry Division 
Away 
By David Dix 
death steals little things away from all. Holy is the night 
in which he steals. And God says, "Here he comes again. 
Repent or 
else, Charlie." 
The castle-church sky is black, diamonded, 
And crisp, with tree-bark dead and peeling, 
I sit and wait 
to at least see his face as he goes by 
mistly, hell-cast, slinking, 
slowly-glowing beast. 
What happened where has love gone? 
Time has no bounds and so, 
It is theoretically with love 
like hell 
There is more 
Nothing can have bounds 
Then everything is boundless? 
That's relative to and a ... result of ... with consideration . : . 
toward ... 
0 mother, I have forsaken thee and father. 
0 father, there is little more to do than run 
away and scream at the corner-floor 
for all ends the1 e as you know 
too well 
I'm sorry 
That death is 
least important to you 
now. 
I'm sorry 
That time 
is dying in 
your hands. 
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Dulcey 
By Roberta Mathews 
To a small child a gaudy orange and blue and silver 
kewpie doll won at a carnival is, indeed, a beautiful object 
of art. Children are attracted to lively, colorful things. The 
more buttons and bows and braid, the more attractive it 
seems to them. My own small daughter's favorit e dress is 
a wild print, a gift from one of her well-meaning bachelor 
uncles. 
Just the other day I came across an old photograph of 
me, taken when I was nine years old. I was dressed in an 
outfit that can only be described as hideous. I smiled to 
myself, remembering how beautiful I thought the frock was 
then, and suddenly I was glad that my taste had matured. 
I wondered if my little girl would laugh at herself in later 
years over things she once thought were breathtaking. I 
suppose we all do, at one time or another. But how many 
of us are haunted by a gaudy bauble of childhood, a memory 
too brilliant to be forgotten? 
Whenever I think of the overly bright things of child-
hood, my mind naturally returns to Dulcey. To me, Dulcey 
was the most gorgeous woman I had ever seen. She was a 
goddess come alive in my prosaic little world, a world that 
seemed too heavy for a nine-year-old to bear sometimes. 
Our neighborhood was an old one. Five more years 
and it would be a slum, but now degeneration was just be-
ginning to creep in. It was still considered a satisfactory 
place to raise a family, but for me it was a cruel confine in 
which I spent my ninth summer looking after my six-and 
four-year-old sisters during the day while Mama worked in 
the little grocery store in the front of our house. Always 
before we had an extra clerk to help Mama run the store, 
but this summer I was big enough to mind the children; so, 
we let the clerk go. Clerks were easy to come by, and we 
would pick up another one in the fall. Papa worked in a 
factory, but I did not see much of this strange man. When 
he came home in the evening, he wanted to rest, not talk. 
In the evening Mama would tend to my sisters, setting me 
free for my own pleasures. 
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Summer evenings were magic for me, for that is when 
I would see Dulcey. Dulcey was an older girl who lived 
next door and she was beautiful, as beautiful as any movie 
star you could name. She wore gay, colorful clothes-whirl-
ing full skirts and off-the-shoulder blouses. Her glowing red 
lipstick only enhanced her features and her spun-gold hair 
would have done justice to any storybook queen. More im-
portant than her beauty, though, was the fact that she 
talked with me every night she had a date, and that was 
every night. I would wait for her on the front porch steps 
and every evening, she would stop by with her date and say 
a few words to ine. Sometimes her fellows would laugh 
and give me a nickel, but the money was not as important 
as the fact that Dulcey talked to me as if I were a person 
worthy and equal to communicate with her. Nobody else 
ever did that. Papa never spoke to anyone, and Mama only 
preached when she had something to tell .me. 
Mama neither liked nor approved of Dulcey. She warned 
me several times not to have anything to do with her, but 
I ignored Mama. Uow could anyone not like Dulcey? Mama 
said she was cheap, that her clothes were shameful, that 
her hair was brassy and bleached. Mama said she was too 
free with herself, but I didn't know what that meant, espec-
ially when Mama turned around and said that for the right 
price she was anybody's girl. How could someone be free 
and have a price? Mama said that all the boys she dated 
were hoodlums and that one of these days Dulcey wasn't 
going to be so lucky. I thought all of Dukey's boyfriends 
were just wonderful. Mama said that Dulcey would · corrupt 
me, but I didn't know what that meant either. All I knew 
was that she was a beautiful lady who treated me as if I 
were an individual worth knowing. I worshiped her for that. 
Through the long, hot season our nightly meetings· con-
tinued. Then one night in late August, Dulcey did not coill,e 
by. Panic-stricken, I stayed out on the steps until 11 :30, 
when Mama farced me to go in. All the next day the idea 
that Dulcey was through with me nagged _at me. .i\t evenh1g 
time I again took my station on the steps, despair gnawing 
at my every bone. But the miracle occurred. Jue?t as if 
nothing had disrupted our schedule. Dulcey came walking 
by with her beau. . She explained her absence by saying that 
a few plans had gone astray yesterday. I think she wanted 
to talk longer, but her beau impatien,1;ly hur:ried her. away~ · 
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A little after ten that same night, I went for a stroll in 
the old neighborhood park. Mama had warned me never to 
go in the park alone after dark because bad things happened 
to little girls who did so. Mama never told me what the 
bad things were; so, I ignored the advice one more time. I 
liked to see the young couples walking together and some-
times kissing. They seemed so happy when they kissed. 
Mama and Papa never kissed. 
It was then that I saw Dulcey and her boyfriend. They 
were almost hidden by the dark shrubbery that surrounded 
them. They were talking, and he seemed to be angry with 
her. Once he even shook her. I wanted to tell him to quit 
making Dulcey unhappy, but I didn't dare. Fascinated, I 
crept closer to watch my heroine. She kept repeating that 
it wasn't her fault, and, little by little, he appeared to calm 
·down. But he had a strange hard gleam in his eyes that 
frightened me. Soon they were conversing in low tones; and 
when he and Dulcey starting kissing, I tried to go away. 
Then he and Dulcey were leaning against a tree, then sitting 
on the ground. Then their heads disappeared. I could still 
·hear them murmuring incoherently on the ground, and once 
I heard a moan. I knew I should have gone away. It was 
wrong for me to be there, straining my ears to hear them. 
Then Dulcey gave a sharp cry of pleasure, I could swear it 
was pleasure, and an awful quiet settled about the park. 
Guiltily I backed out of my hiding place and started for 
home. The courthouse bell clanged the half hour. Suddenly, 
Dulcey's beau appeared alone and rapidly strode away from 
the sheltered spot. Now thoroughly frightened, I ran all 
the way home. 
The next morning Dulcey's picture was in all the papers. 
She had been raped and strangled, the headlines blared, at 
approximately ten-thirty in Hollow's Park. Mama said it 
was a terrible, violent thing, of course, but she was not sur-
prised. Mama said that Dulcey was mixed up in a syndicate 
and she proved too stupid for it. Mama said it was a shame-
ful thing to have happened in our neighborhood and what 
was the world coming to anyway.? 
I didn't know what syndicate or strangle or rape meant 
in those days. I didn't care what Mama said and said and 
said. I only knew that my Dulcey was dead, and I had 
heard her die. My dear, sweet, beautiful Dulcey would come 
by to talk to me no more. 
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Alarum Tuam Jonne 
By David Walker 
Listen carefully; 
We speak softfully: 
Double entendre. 
Pick flimsy a blade of grass; 
Snap it short. 
There's Life: 
Stopped. 
Picketing people -
HMMMMMMM 
:Picketing people -
HAAAAAAA 
Picketed people -
OH. 
Pied leaves. 
Pied people. 
Pied lives. 
Pied. 
Most people don't realize . . . 
"What?" 
"Well then, why?" 
Yes, yes, yes, sey yes sey yes seyyes, 
Sey yes yes yes sey yes, seyyes, yes, 
Sey NO. 
-11-
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First Prize, Short Story 
Little Brother 
By Steve Gibbs 
The hate I had for him was greater than any emotion 
I had ever known. He was so smug, so arrogant, always 
so sure that he was in the right when he wasn't. I knew it, 
and he knew it, but it seemed that we were the only ones 
who would ever know. Today . he was especially irritat~g. 
He sat there on the open window sill and stared at me 
with his beady green eyes. He was a good-looking boy, about 
six feet tall with exceptionally long, sandy, blonde hair that 
hung down in his face. He brushed it back out of his eyes~ 
and gave me a weird look with a slight pursing of his lips. 
He would always tease me about being ugly. I wasn't 
really, at least everyone said that I wasn't, but he insisted 
that I was, and usually made a point to let me know what he 
thought. I was his big brother, and I couldn't ever let him 
know that he irritated me to the extent that he did. 
I had an advantage over him, though. He lost his tem-
per easily, and I could contain mine quite well. He would 
always tease me to the limit, but I would never show any 
signs of weakening. This tended to infuriate him, and I 
delighted in taking advantage of this. 
I would never strike little brother. He wasn't quite as 
large or nearly as strong as I; no, not nearly. This was 
somewhat of an advantage; but at other times, it could be 
a great disadvantage. 
He got up from his shaky perch at the window and 
went into the kitchen. When he re-entered the room, he 
grinned at me from behind one of Dad's beer bottles. He 
climbed back upon his lofty perch, took a big swig out of 
the frosty bottle, and stared candidly at me. 
"What are you going to do about it?" he asked with a 
tilt of his head and a sharp edge to his voice. He knew 
well enough that I couldn't answer. 
"Ha, you big ox, I'm so glad that you can't talk What 
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a pain it would have been if you could still talk." He took 
a long drink from the bottle, and I felt that same disgust 
rising up in my stomach that I had felt so many times 
before. I wished at these times, more than at any other, 
that I could still speak. 
"You can't be all bad, brother dear. There must be 
something good about you. Now let me see . . . you're ugly, 
we all know that. You're a big, dumb ape with no incentive, 
and you don't have any guts. Ha, yes, that's your greatest 
asset, you are a gutless, mushy-mouthed amoeba." 
He had been drinking quite a bit earlier, so this flow 
of torment was an inevitable climax to an already dull day. 
I turned in the bed and readjusted the pillow so that I 
didn't have to look directly at him. Already the sickening 
bile that I had encountered all of last night and most of 
today was beginning to creep up from my disrupted stomach. 
I gagged momentarily, and it subsided. I looked over at 
him to see what he was doing and saw him take another 
drink of the beer. That last one has finished the bottle. 
What would Dad say? The thought of my poor henpecked 
father's feeble protests to little brother's beer drinking was 
almost ludicrous. It never seemed to do any good. Mom had 
her reasons for not discouraging his consumption of any alco-
holic beverages-"He is a sensitive boy, and someday he will 
be a great artist." 
He left to get another bottle, and I thought of all the 
times we had been happy together and had been civil to 
each other when we were young. I was always much larger 
than he, and I was always his protector. Mom had made a 
point of letting me know that if anything ever happened to 
him I was the one who would be responsible. I was big 
brother and should protect him. I was really happy with 
that arrangement, but it must have stifled his flair for 
independence. Now, when I couldn't defend myself, he took 
his wrath out on me in the form of torment. 
"You big stupid jerk!" he spat at me through watery 
lips that slurred the words together. "You haven't the spine 
to protect your pride from a squirt like me. Ha. Look at 
you- a big hunk of jellied protoplasm lying in a bed with 
the virus. All huddled up in a puny little ball like one of 
those snails in the garden. What a wimp!" 
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Why did he have to keep on like that? I thought. He 
could see the hate building up in me. Why did he have to 
continue this torture? 
I looked over at him, sitting on the sill with his back 
to the street-the street which spread out below him-
so many feet below. I couldn't ignore him now. He was 
getting to the raw nerves that tensed beneath my skin. I 
felt the electricity of hate flowing through my body and 
wished that he was gone. Just gone so far away that I 
would never have to put up with him again. 
It must have been about fifteen minutes later, but 
it seemed like much longer because I caught a nap in the 
meantime. I was awake, but they didn't know it. 
"He was sitting over here with his back to the street," 
said the big one with the blue suit as he looked out the open 
window to the ground below. He had a sad look on his 
wrinkled face and ran his finger over the base of the sill 
with an uncertain motion. They all saw the empty beer 
bottles around and must have been sure that he fell because 
of the alcohol. 
I just hoped that Mother and Dad would understand. 
Surely they would, so I tried to dismiss the incident from 
my mind. I had to shake this virus. Then I would be strong 
again. 
River Running 
By Daun Alan Legg 
There is a river running 
Out of the lightless hills of genesis 
Out of the foggy slopes of gone 
Along the everlasting plains of now 
And on, 
Down through the valley of to come 
And to a strange resort I care not for. 
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Portrait 
By Robert D. Tlwmas 
Though there be sun today 
i shall walk out into darkness 
hidden behind green glasses 
under a black umbrella 
and go forward 
within a subtle raincoat 
colored green red black 
upon my chin like lorenzo 
wearing a patch 
of black-brown thatch 
walking about 
past rocking-horse stage 
twittering silently 
beneath a mask 
looking above 
though not sunday 
not within hand-hewn walls 
from sun-filled fields 
where grow green roses 
a vision i see 
of a tower-ending road 
through an empty doorway 
a cup emblazoned 
radiant white unicorn 
rising pegasus 
ah daedalus 
for wings to fly 
into the sun 
tempted to leave 
the fateful raceway 
an apple beside 
three olympian apples 
rose-colored by wind 
naked and innocent 
eve and atalanta 
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but straight, .forward 
must be the road 
head unturning 
never bowing 
passion-possessed 
love-inspired 
obstaCles falling 
ledas knowledge 
by own effort 
without ravishment 
seek alone within one dark. 
few acknowledged 
without i am not 
The Rock 
.) 
, r ... 
By . R9ger. Lewis Hudson -· - ....... 
They stand upon the rock like salted rotting fish 
They stand, tormented Lord Protector, on that stone 
That will become immersed in wicked floods of 
blood-
Their blood. How well you know, Southampton of 
the world, 
The oozing muck that falls upon prostrated men. 
Upon this rock are drafted Runic signs that warn 
These wretched beings of their fate, and yet they 
stand 
Upon this very corpse of doom; their frosted eyes 
Unclosed to none but bloodless selves. The wrecks 
of souls 
Are all about their heads; they will not see 
their shapes. 
Corrosive hearts and flaunted souls will walk 
the earth 
No more, Fantastic Mind. The followers of laws, 
Those beggars after blood, will see no hidden lights 
Within the reaches far unknown by human touch. 
The ancient scorpion· recoils his life ·and light . . 
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Jarman Hospital 
By Elaine Lance 
The dying, the living, the dead, 
Sometimes in the same building. 
I hold the hand of a scared little boy. 
There is nothing to dread; it'll soon be over. 
Just relax, think of baseball-do you hear? 
I rub the backs of wasting men, 
Their skin stretched from bone to bone; 
Their only speech-growls or moans. 
I pat the arms of frail women. 
Is your son coming? 
Oh, I see, he's working, 
And he worked yesterday and will work tomorrow. 
I tease the shiny-nosed girl. · 
She wants to be a beauty queen 
And but for this, she might have been. 
Young, innocent, so happy to preen. 
I cry when the stroke victim walks-
Taut, determined, his muscles strain. 
He drags the unwilling leg 
And cringes at the thought of being lame. 
I comfort the eroding woman 
Who cries to her god in agony. 
What god is there-a sadistic god. 
Bodies rotting. Minds failing. 
I see it and I forget it. · 
The crow peeks in windows and then flies. 
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Of Domes and Diamonds 
By Dwight Ashby 
I. All skate. 
It was lying there at the edge 
half on half off 
Could I, in picking up, replace 
this unfamiliar fruit 
in places inconspicuous? 
I seized 
the dome-shape in my hand 
and started to set it center table . . . 
So white of skin! No imperfection 
save russet spots that make an apple sweeter 
No Apple, this, but near pear shaped 
And not another like it. 
do I see 
Perhaps a kiss ... Ah-
to the table with you, my friend, 
before I sample your very heart! 
Il. Ecce Homo 
When the onion is peeled away 
and each layer becomes an entity -
reality of sides - gloss and dull -
I pick them up with trembling hands 
and gaze with disbelief - at 
torn vestiges of my intentions. 
m. Canto Saute 
My eager eyes are blinded. 
The faceted diamond of reality 
stings like sunburn on my lips 
that learned the taste of you, 
fruit or root or maybe both, 
the tears in my eyes are certain, 
the smell on my fingers, strong. 
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Friday Night· .· 
By Roger J. Barry ·' 
I put my hand into the tub of ice water, then thrust it to 
the bottom of the tub, through the piles of ice, searching for 
the hurting cold cans on th~ bottom . . The ice a;nc1 water were 
so cold that streaks of pain shot· up . my arm, making it al-
most unbearable to search with my fingers under the. mounds 
of ice for the cylindrical can . . At last my fi:p.gers 'made con-
tact with the cold metal, it was colder than the . ice ~d water, 
or at least it seemed that way. I grasped the cold 
can and withdrew my arm from the tub of ice. My arm 
ached with pain. I turned and walked with slow, cleliberate 
steps to the nearby table, taking each step with. utmost care 
so as not to stagger. I reached the table before I expected 
to and hit it with a crash, knocking . over two or three 
partly . filled, glasses .arid kriocking one to the floor, breaking 
it. With utmost deliberation I slid the pieces of broken glass 
under the table, while leaning heavily on the table for sup-
port. Picking up the opener I compressed it into the top 
of the metal cylinder and a fine spray of white blew up over 
my clothes. I then made a s.econd puncture and. raised the 
can to my lips, drinking deeply of the cold,-cold beer. Each 
gulp of the ice cold,;cplder than cold, liquid made my stomach 
warmer and warmer until I was glowing with warmth from 
the icy contents of the metallic can. 
I turned and walked into the living room, the record 
player was blaring the music of a twangy guitar and the 
nasal voice of some hillbilly musician was giving out with 
the rockings of the rock and roll. It was an old record, but 
the scratches didn't seem to detract from the music. 
The air was almost blue with layer after layer of smoke 
being filtered through the shafts of light thrown off by the 
lamps on either side of the couch. The thick,· stale smell pf 
burnt-out cigarettes, sour beer, and perspiring people filled 
the room with a nauseous odor, everi though my clothes were 
saturated with the same· odors. 
As I made my way through the dancers· who were doing 
all forms of suggestive contortions, I , felt somehow out of 
place, like I was existing on a plane-abpve all this, not better, 
but above. I had reached that delightfuL point of drunken-
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ness where I had clarity and insight into the realities of life 
and the many inhibitions which usually stifled me seemed to 
have fallen away. 
I walked over to my date, who was sitting on the floor 
next to the wall. As I placed the can on the floor and sat 
down beside her, I pulled her to me. We both lay back on the 
floor. She rolled on top of me and started kissing me violently 
and moving her body. Her breath was that of a person who 
had been drinking too long, and the sour breath was more 
repelling than anything I could think of. As I pushed her 
off, I said, "Excuse me, I've got to go to the can." "Oh,'' she 
said, then she smiled, "hurry back." "Ok,'' I mumbled, and 
again I began picking my way through the dancers, some of 
which seemed to be dancing by themselves, although they had 
a partner. 
I walked into the hallway that led to the bathroom. 
Shutting the bathroom door, the noise and smell of the party 
seemed to diminish, leaving me in another world. As I 
turned and started to walk to the stool I saw her, lying on 
the floor beside the bath tub. Vomit was in the tub, on the 
side of the tub, on the floor and on the front of the girl, her 
face was smeared in it and her bouffant hair-do was crushed 
to one side and matted with the orange-colored material. 
Her blouse was open to the waist, the orange emesis cover-
ing her white bra and blouse. Her skirt was around her 
waist and you could see the design on her blue pants. Her 
legs were apart, one on each side of the stool. I proceeded 
to step over her, kneel down and feel her pulse, and pull her 
skirt down over her legs. I then arose and, for a minute, 
fought with nausea myself, then returned to the loud, stale 
atmosphere of the party. 
As I returned to the party I looked for my date, but she 
was not in the living room. I picked up my beer which was 
still on the floor and made my way through the contortion-
ists who were writhing through a dance on the dance floor. 
As I walked I drank my beer. It seemed hot now, and a 
feeling of nausea rushed over me. I suppressed it and fin-
ished the beer. In the kitchen I poured four or five shots 
of bourbon into a water tumbler, threw in a hand full of ice, 
and poured Squirt over the top of it to fill the glass. I 
opened a cabinet drawer and found a pencil with which to 
mix the drink. I then threw the pencil into the garbage pail. 
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I sipped on the drink and it seemed delightfully warm 
and yet mild. I knew I had had too much to drink because 
I couldn't feel the bitter kick of a drink that had too much 
alcohol in it. 
As I walked back into the living room I could see that 
the dance had more or less broken up, except for one couple 
putting on a show that no one was watching. Over by the 
couch was a circle of people sitting on the floor playing spin-
the-whiskey bottle, the loser having to chug a shot from the 
bottle when it pointed to him. The bottle was almost empty. 
The fullback, as she was called, was lying on the ·floor, her 
mouth sagging and drool falling across her chin. Someone 
had said she lost five times in a row. Poor girl, at least she 
had forgotten for a little while how ugly and fat she was; 
for a short time she had been queen of the party. 
Walking into the bedroom I could see that there was 
another party here. Two couples were · lying on the bed; one 
of the boys had his head in the blouse of one of the girls. 
Four or five guys were sitting on the floor at the other end 
of the bedroom clapping their hands in time with the music 
from the other room. A short, pudgy girl who.had only one 
shoulder blade was trying to dance in front of them. Sud-
denly she began to strip, first unbuttoning her blouse, one 
button at a time, in time with the music. Slowly she re-
moved her blouse, then she danced around the room working 
on the zipper of her skirt. Finally it came loose, and she 
proceeded to let the skirt drop to the floor. Slowly, still 
in time with the music she raised her slip, slowly, slowly, up 
over her head and off, throwing it to · one of the fellows. 
Then she kicked off her shoes and unfastened the garters 
which held her stockings to her girdle. As she stood on one 
leg at a time like a plump stork, taking off her stockings, 
she weaved from side to side almost falling. Then slowly 
she moved around the room in time to the music, both hands 
behind her back, working with the catch on her bra. Finally 
it loosened, and she let each strap fall away from her shoul-
ders, holding both cups in place with her hands. Suddenly, 
as though she finally had the courage, she threw the bra 
across the room. Then holding both hands high above ·her 
head she swayed around the room, trying to swing her 
breasts in time with the music. Then she stopped and hooked 
both hands under the ·roll of fat above her girdle and began 
to pull the girdle down, exposing roll after roll of fat like a 
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series of tire tubes, stacked on top of each other. The fat 
seemed to roll out of the girdle, layer after layer, until it 
seemed as though the girdle was manufacturing it. Then I 
noticed her crooked, stained teeth and her mouse-colored hair 
that fell about her broad, flat face in long strings. I turned 
and walked out of the room, emptied my glass into a potted 
plant, looked for my date, and finally realized that she was 
gone and wouldn't be back. I went to the hall closet, picked 
up my coat, and walked out of the door. 
The party, the stale air, nauseating smells, and blaring 
music abruptly disappeared; the moon was three-quarters full 
and shed a soft glow over the trees, houses, and street. The 
air was crisp and cool, and my breath made little puffs of 
vapor as I exhaled. As I walked down the steps, I felt a 
sudden desire to purge myself, and putting my finger deep 
down into my throat, leaned over the banister and retched 
violently. 
. Murder 
By Helen Cox 
Watch out! Here comes the demon of Alcatraz; 
He stops. 
Then he moves closer; EEEEeeeeeeeeeee ! 
Darkness. 
Dampness. Blood oozing. OOOOoooooooooooh. 
Floating, floating, floating ...... . 
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Vigil Song 
By Daun Alan Legg 
So again it is night, 
And I am here with you 
Above the city in the quietness, 
The quietness of lazy after-supper love 
That cannot live for long but will not die 
To please a sneering world. 
So again it is night, 
And, just as many times before 
We looked across flat roofs 
Of other buildings 
into the blackness 
Of a slow but coming hour, 
Now we light short candles 
That will seem foolish and needless 
In the smile of the sometime sun. 
Though love is a cripple 
And walks with the crutch of the moon, 
It chases darkness past our hearts' horizon 
And saves us for the coming of the dawn. 
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Had You but Been the One 
By Davi d Helm 
Had you but been the one 
To break our slowly budding love, 
I would not be so sad, nor yet so gray 
As these thick clouds that hang above. 
Had you but said, our love was done, 
Had you but been the one to say goodbye, 
Such sorrow would not wrap me up today. 
But it was I who failed! I know not why 
I could not treat you like I thought I felt 
About you. And so because of me alone, 
I watch alone the beauty of this falling snow; 
But each fine flake that falls must melt: 
It is too warm. And as I watch, I know 
That for last night, a part of me must die. 
To A Useless Weapon 
By Darlene Brewer 
Speak softly bright, brave slick tongue, 
your edge seeks all for stinging pain. 
Some will hide from the gleam of your 
razor's edge; others will follow to 
avoid your slice ..... . 
But, there will be one who shall see only 
the futile dullness of your worn blade. 
Arm yourself, bright, brave slick tongue, 
Speak Softly. 
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Winnie Davis Neely Award 
Out of the Night 
By Pat Hart 
out of the night it came 
dragging its corpse-like body 
over cobble-stoned streets 
whimpering 
crying 
innocent crying 
alone 
afraid 
whimpering 
a body trembling 
whimpering 
what suffering 
the night instills 
you mass of broken flesh 
whimpering mass of flesh . 
piercing my heart 
tearing my mind 
why poor soul 
are you dragging 
that corpse-like body 
over cobble-stoned streets 
why are you whimpering so 
only the unloved go out of life 
with a whimper 
only the unloved 
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drag corpse-like bodies 
over cobble-stoned streets 
only the unloved suffer 
only love 
is worth suffering 
for 
are there many more of you 
unloved that is 
must be 
i see many corpse-like bodies · 
broken on cobble-stoned streets · 
there mu.st be a greedy 
love-stealer 
show me . that love-stealer 
i'll whip that iove-stealer 
poor soul 
whimpering. there 
why do you not speak 
if only i had a jug of water 
to wet your lips 
· for surely you must know 
who stole your love 
poor soul · 
can you cease your whimpering 
can you take my love 
i'm offering you my love 
pleP"'3e take my love 
straighten your broken body 
please cease your whimpering 
if i give of my love 
will you still remain suffering. 
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La Mort 
By Adrian Beard 
An old tattered cat skitted between two topless garbage 
cans, as it stalked the alley behind Matacama's Bar. The 
animal disliked the idea of trying to hustle up a meal on this 
devilishly cold night. Her stomach was the mother of this 
diligence. In the benevolent darkness under a rotting, wood-
en staircase, in an eighty-six proof slumber was a piece of 
mankind. The man was completely dirty, odorous, unshaven, 
badly in need of a haircut, and wore a beaten, dirty, de-
secrated hat of black felt. The feline huntress passed on 
into the darkness with hunger as her only pilot. For what 
was she to him or he to her that she should consider his 
plight. The man in the tattered, greasy, pin-striped suit was 
slowly freezing to death. He was sleeping very soundly 
and snored with incredible indifference to the temperature. 
The high, piercing scream of an ambulance was heard close 
by. The vehicle dashed past the entrance of the alley on 
its errand of mercy or to pick up a D.O.A. A man-controlled 
vulture in search of human carrion. 
The unmuffled blast of the siren as it passed the alley 
awoke the man. Startled, he rose up with such speed that 
his head met harshly with the steps above him. He wanted 
to curse, but the suddenness of the affliction in conjunction 
with the sharp and penetrating pain left his lips quivering 
for words. He crawled slowly from under the staircase, 
rubbing vigorously that bumped portion of his head. He 
trembled with the sudden realization of how cold it was and 
how cold he was. He hugged himself, stomped his feet, then 
blew on his fingertips. Finally, he jammed his hands into 
his pockets which each contained a hole of similar diameter. 
He left the alley. The world was waiting for him. If of-
fered a choice between a drink and warm shelter, he knew 
he would be hard put in deciding whether to assuage his 
need or his bodily discomfort. 
He started to enter Matacama's Bar, but today was Fri-
day and Matacama's brother was running things. Mata-
cama's brother never smiled. One day, completely inebriated, 
this disheveled and filthy man had told Matacama's brother 
he was a parasite. In return, Matacama's brother sent a 
brain-rattling left to his jaw. He would not go in today. 
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The night was brutally cold. The wind was contem-
ptuous of his thin, cheap clothing. Across the street, above 
the doorway of a luggage store, a speaker snarled out some 
tired Christmas carols. The poor man shuffled his half-
frozen feet down the sidewalk. After five blocks, he spied 
the prodigious neon sign of Frackenheimer's Cleaners. He 
smiled. He did' ·not :have ~much to smile with. The teeth 
he had were in despicable c_ondition. He knew he must have 
warmth. He turned the corner, igriored the stare of disgust 
from a pair of talkative, adolescent girls for he had grown 
so accustomed to this reaction that he always expected it from 
society. He headed . ~p the alley behind Frackenheimer's. 
From the back of the cleaners protruded a large air 
vent. The old man hastily built ·· a barricade of empty card-
board and produce boxes. · Having now surrounded himself 
safely from the evil winds ·of winter, he pushed his numb 
fingers in front of the vent from wh~ch was blown the excess 
hot air of the cleaners' driers. He sat on an empty wine 
crate. The old druiik was warm; he was alone. He felt 
very tired . and very thirsty. His rundown, lopsided shoes 
were off, and he placed his bare feet in the stream of heated 
air. The man leaned against the boxes and fell asleep. He 
was awakened by the . diSco:ritinuation of his flood of warm 
air. Slowly, he put on his shoes, burst belliger,ently through 
the wall of boxes, . hurrying out the alley with no specific 
purpose but to leave it. · 
Maybe he saw the stop light, maybe he . didn't. When 
he lurched forward from the street corner, he had taken only 
two steps before a meatpacking truck slammed into him, its 
tires screeching. The burly driver jumped out. He stared 
transfixed for a-minute, then leaned against the front fender, 
covering his face with his' hands to the grief. A crowd 
gathered. It was composed of the stupid-looking, the cur-
ious, and the timid. Unknowns staring over an unknown. 
The white wagon of death came shrieking down the 
street once again to engulf another human carcass. 
The world needed him. 
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Mrs. Milton's Lament 
By Bob Miller 
Is there a worse hell 
than where I will be consigned 
an appendage 
briefly noted in nasty fashion 
garrulous old gossips 
passing research 
like sudden dysentery 
I never read his works 
nicely placed with proper spaces 
which he declaims in sweeping cadence 
While I, I consider yesterday's 
potato 
Its soul somehow 
long since departed 
Tragedy and comedy, my 
empty stomach growls at both 
while he makes 
an insane feast 
of a grape, sip and one 
small bite from a macaroon 
Oh, it's true a poet can fill a woman's belly 
But so very, very seldom with food. 
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Cockle Cove 
By Susan McCabe 
It was only a fleeting glimpse of the past, yet it seemed as 
real as if it had been only yesterday. I stood gazing through 
my open window into the silent dawn. Far off in the dis-
tance I could hear the dull moan of the ocean as it restlessly 
turned in the bay. Only the faint clang of the buoys in the 
harbor, and the chirping of the crickets in the dampness 
broke the silence. Then in came the rolling fog, covering 
everything with a heavy gray comforter, until the sky could 
no longer be distinguished from the land. As I strained my 
eyes, trying to penetrate the fog . . . suddenly I remembered 
. . . I was once again at Cape Cod. 
It was always like this on the Cape: chilly and damp 
in the early hours. I tip-toed out into the gray dawn feeling 
the damp, prickly pine needles cushioning my bare feet. As 
I followed Old Comers ·Road down to Cockle Cove, I was 
overcome with a feeling of timelessness. Everything seemed 
to be so ancient and quaint, like the old relics in a museum. 
Things here were just like they had been two hundred years 
before. All the cottages were made of wooden shingles which 
time and the salt sea air had weathered to a mellow gray. 
On the corner was the well-known rose-covered cottage, look-
ing as if it had just come off a picture postcard. This was 
the last house until one came to the cove. 
I always liked the cove best, for it was so calm and 
peaceful. It seemed undisturbed by the thrashing and foam-
ing sea way out on the horizon. Here there was the 
lapping of the waves as they broke just off the beach and 
silently raced up the sand. On the beach were the ever-
present scavengers, the sea gulls and sand pipers, frantically 
searching for some tidbit for breakfast. Their eager beaks 
left not one shell unturned. There, too, were the inanimate 
objects: the long countless rows of wiry seaweed, a thousand 
lettuce tops set out to dry. I noticed that there was an un-
usual amount of debris along the shore-pieces of driftwood, 
some large horseshoe crab shells, and many piles of broken 
shells,-all victims of the crushing power of the sea. This 
was the place I loved. Here I could sit on the damp sand 
and watch the world come to life. 
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As the first rays of the sun pierced the dawn, the fog 
melted away until there was only a fine mist covering the 
land. The rays caught the breaking of the waves revealing 
the glittering of a million diamonds. The green sea was 
so mysterious, so hypnotizing. I could gaze for hours trying 
to imagine all the secrets that were held beneath that change-
less sea. 
I did not know that this childish simplicity would soon 
be gone, never to be recaptured. The sea was so like the 
sea of life, swelling and receding, ever peac;eful mi the edges, 
yet ii;i turmoil on the inside. But then there was orily the 
sand, the sea, and me. ·· 
Loss of Virtue 
By Jim Rinnert 
Sticky, sweaty, passionate poetry 
Written to lament the losi;; of virtue, 
To scream of the tortures of life, 
To declare undying love, 
Unexperienced life, premature passion. 
Illness for one and all. 
Excuse me please while I write a syrupy ode 
To the splinter in my thumb. 
It hurts. 
Let me tell you of the infernal anguish 
Of last week's grocery bill. 
And let me, with all the sorrow 
In· my battle-scarred heart and love-sick heart 
Excrete a few gentle lines on the beauty 
Of the girl who stepped on my hand 
Yesterday after lunch. 
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The Keepsake 
By Dwight Ashby 
Get it now! 
it's 
priceless 
a memory to keep 
forever 
forget not his tragic 
Death 
his 
widow 
children - remember 
Dallas 
Death 
with a book that tells 
all 
about his great life 
Life 
Death 
Priceless! 
a six-dollar value 
3.98 
Get it now? 
only . 

The Ruins 
By Roger Lewis Hudson 
Dungeon at Chillon Castle 
Below the margins of the sacred lake, 
Below the waters of the holy sea 
Is found the prison cell of Edward Tarn. 
A large and aired space of toil and woe, 
Its seven pillars mark the dooms of men. 
The ghoul-haunted passages are filled 
With skulls and bones and viewless corpse's flesh. 
These ageless stones have seen the holy acts 
That Prospero had set upon a page 
In his peculiar books of life and light. 
Hungarian messengers are streaked with gray 
And leechers walk the silent dusty halls. 
Amid the empty tombs the hues of life 
Flash up, but die before their timely birth 
Can be observed by black and wild-eyed men. 
Yet in a niche there stands a headless corpse; 
His name is Love, and he is long since dead. 
There was a day when this bright messenger 
Of Psyche roamed the earth and sought the skies. 
But soon he was imprisoned in a grave--
A body like our own. Now he is dead. 
He will not come again; his secret hour 
Is known and now he fears. Now he is dead. 
Pompeii 
Beside the margins of the sacred lake, 
Beside the waters of the holy sea 
A mighty Roman temple views the night. 
Within its girded walls there now exists 
A spirit far more blithe than any god 
That ruled its ancient governors of war. 
With stern command it makes its ghostly court 
Upon the marble seats, and then calls forth 
The grave processions of the empty tombs. 
His holy shrines are now despoiled by signs 
And symbols of the Christian gods, yet he 
Will not forsake the names he learned in youth. 
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Though all that now exists in life may rot, 
He'll not! He will withstand the storms of men 
And join together rocks and words and gods. 
His life is now; his futures are the stones 
Of that great hall wherein he dwells. He IS 
The stones, this spirit of the bygone age. 
T h e R o m a n Forum 
Beyond the margins of the sacred lake, 
Beyond the waters of the holy sea 
There stands a rotting city, born in dust. 
Its marble columns serve as monuments, 
Not of the glorious life that once it knew, 
But of the thousand injuries of death. 
The sky is filled with evil clouds and signs; 
Our time shall not be long upon this dome. 
This city is a sign of empty life. 
Its marble columns now are joined with brick, 
The sacred temples now are clothed with grass 
That soon will feed the earth and bring forth dust. 
Alone the house of Vetti speaks of love; 
Alone the tale is told by painted walls 
And wooden doors, by statuary heads 
And alabaster sepulchres. Alone 
A garden, drenched with skyward tears, displays 
The love two brothers had for life and light. 
Their coffins are the world; their tombs, our souls. 
Th.e Colosseu m at Rome 
Before the margins of the sacred lake, 
Before the waters of the holy sea 
Eight columns guard the entrance to the arch 
That leads within the forum of the mind. 
The temples stand as though the gods were there; 
The towers guard the holy avenues 
As if the men and gods still walked the land. 
The steps that led to shops now lead to graves. 
Once upright columns now recline; once gold 
And silver lined the temple walls; 
Now all is left to that old witless man. 
Within the towers beat the hearts of lives, 
But now the hearts have burst and all is sent 
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To firm decay and ever rotting earth, 
And crumbling stone. Where are the gods that were? 
Minerva now is flanked by cursed wood; 
Minerva now has lost her name and rank. 
Stirling Castle, Scotland 
Behind the margins of the sacred lake, 
Behind the waters of the holy sea 
A dusty castle watches coming night. 
Majestic still, though all her lights are dim, 
She waits to kiss the loving arms of Death. 
Below her is the church yard wherein dwell 
Her sovereigns, now united with her soul. 
The blind and burnished breaths of evening mark 
Her coming lord. The hell-hot hour's soon 
To strike upon her unwound clock. Her cells 
Have heard the loathsome utterings spewn forth 
By worthless men that, once within her walls, 
Called forth upon her name to save their lives. 
The tarnished brasses are the gravestones wrought 
By all the ashes that were once her lords. 
The gates garbelings are silent tombs. 
Her eye-like windows, closed as if in death, 
Their gaze transfixed upon their inner walls, 
Are mirrors to the souls of empty men. 
Above the formal courts and minting house, 
The gray stone roofs are thrown in bas-relief 
Against the dark'ning sky. The battery 
Is armed, but none will come to charge the guns. 
The hours of life grow late. The night has come. 
From the lands beyond beyond; 
From the worlds past hope and fear; 
I bid thee, spirits, now appear! 
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Ante Major Odyssey 
By Dawn Alan Legg 
Yes, my dog buries bones, 
and my house has four corners. 
Hurray. The grass out on my lawn 
is green, is green, is green. 
Ruth's Bloody Bucket on the corner of the Square--
Home of the braggart and the side-show freak, 
Hangout of the town drunk who never took a drink. 
Surely love is strong if it transcends 
the smell of grease and onions. 
Sadness is an abandoned suitcase 
Much as a traveler with no suitcase. 
In a railroad station up in Cincinnati 
I dreamed I saw a young Korean woman. 
I know her. I have washed her stockings with my own. 
When walls fall down from talking-
A Jericho in Freud's honor-
And we survey the rubble on the grass, 
We will take our old guitars from their old battered cases 
And sing one more round for the burning of Troy. 
"Be my honey," we'll scream "or I'll have no honey at all." 
Yes, we'll all find the bottom of the bottle. 
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Religion 
By Anthony Barrette 
A stone-faced monkey 
Sitting in a highchair 
Asked his keeper who god was. 
Thus, man evolved. 
Age-old images 
Archaic ruins 
And a raven, 
Called Time, 
Became our mirage. 
Uncut 
Uncleansed 
Untouched, they claim; 
One green pear 
Was all she would bear. 
And she named the fruit of her womb 
.Jesus. 
An oasis 
Of waste 
Descended. 
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All Joy 
By Jim Rinnert 
All joy, captivated 
Into one large pain of childbirth-
Unspeakable moment, pregnant 
With fright and expectancy-
The happiness of awakening all 
Morning of eternity, minimized 
By the agony that comes 
When the eyes are opened forever . 
Then, 
Shut forever . . . . 
Leaving those behind who will moan 
And wring their sweaty hands, 
Displaying sorrow to all who come. 
85c 
Children under twelve 
Free 
Sesame 
By Elaine Lance 
Rasping, rustling remnant 
Of summer's haughty giant; 
Corn leaf, driven by the wind, 
Moves at random everywhere: 
Across plowed ground, trampled stalks, 
Unplowed bean fields, pastures; 
Down ditches of dried mud 
And rivers of soft mud. 
The door unlocks from the inside, 
If you dare. 
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Centerpiece 
By Dwight Ashby 
Gaudy fruit 
of 
Polished polyethelyne 
contained 
in Bowl 
of 
pseudo-crystalline 
Leaves 
of 
with 
pressed plastic 
green; 
You're not half 
the cherry 
You think 
And 
God 
you are 
doesn't love you 
a 
damn 
bit. 
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A Great White Wave 
By John Rhodes 
There was a great white wave 
swept over the land 
killing 
maiming 
smothering all life 
Frightened mothers 
terrified babies 
running 
screaming 
Lost children 
Panic 
howling dogs 
screaming birds 
Confusion 
Go west! 
hurry north! 
run south! 
east quickly! 
.Hide! 
flee! 
arm yourself 
go lightly 
be prepared 
Cautiously quietly 
noisily carelessly 
Everyone knows how to go 
Everyone leaves now to go 
go 
go 
See the lone bare oak 
with haste 
bowing, straining, heaving-but standing 
:See the tall young sapling 
whipping, lashing, battered-but there 
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See the old gray house 
paint peeled off 
windows broken 
doors unhinged . 
chimney crumbling 
still unmoving 
See the tiny spider 
struggling with his dinner 
on the web 
spun from post 
to ground 
See the blade of grass 
the yard 
the pasture 
the countryside 
See the grass behind you 
See the bird quietly on a weed 
you hurry by . 
see the screeching bird fly 
See the cow lying with cud 
you hurry past 
see the belching cow flounder 
See the dog sniffing a track 
you hurry on 
see the snarling dog run 
See children running at play 
you hurry around 
see children run 
See everything lying at ease 
you hurry through 
see nothing at ease 
Stop 
sit still 
see 
See trees 
house 
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spidergrass 
bird 
cow 
dog 
children 
you 
stop 
sit still 
There was a weird tale 
once told 
twice told 
who cares? 
Let me tell you 
how the story goes 
sit quietly now 
around my chair 
.Be alert now 
don't miss a thing 
I can't repeat 
so be aware 
of all I say 
of all I mean 
.Sit still: 
"There was a great white wave 
Query 
By Elaine Lance 
Butterfly, poised 
and graceful, knowing 
which wing to nod 
-when-
do you find flying 
dull 
but pleasure in carnal sin? 
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Pistachio 
By Rita Balyera 
Yellow, orange turquoise sticks hanging 
From an ice cream sky-
Tall skyscrapers from eons ahead-
Why not black or dusky red? 
Tiny sparrow sings lonesome words 
Then a mating call-
No response. 
Then try a high C# 
And peeled orange drops to this wastebasket 
And, cryptoclastically, like the pelting yellow peril 
Falls the foolish yellow metal 
And curly turquoise strips, 
Like the dried mud desert, 
Float gently down, 
A name carefully wrapped in each. 
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Facade 
By Kathleen McCormack 
Broad bits of white 
Driven on by a mystic catalyst-
A cloud in motion 
Beautiful hazy forms 
Attaching, detaching, dissloving 
And onward it moves 
On a ceaseless path. 
Destination unknown, 
But purpose magnified. 
A cursory glance of the lowland 
Pausing suddenly - a shroud 
And so, a lifetime. 
Winter Wisp Away 
By Steve Gibbs 
A silken sheet of solid rain splats against my windowpane, 
The soft and sullen light of dawn fills my room and night 
is gone; 
The morning whispers of the trees fill my heart's eternal ease, 
And every shifting pile of snow echoes white with all I know; 
So day has come and life slides on, and Time enhances 
coming dawn; 
Yes every ray of light I see makes quiet my soul so strange 
and free, 
Then out I roll from my soft bed, and find my darling 
children dead. 
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Scenario 
By David Dix 
What little is left of the man! 
He saw her at dusk and the sun 
made her hair gossamer. At night 
the moon made her face alabaster. 
The morning sun made her body golden. 
And at noon she turned to dry, 
sucking dust. 
Funny girl, sweet thing with face 
of clown laughing at the whole 
world and its comic antics waiting 
for the one to come along and prove 
to her that life is the beautiful 
thing her soul says it is. 
City, you are the king and the spirit 
of the mind of man, for you are that very thing -
you tower and fall, you crash and coddle 
reach and grab, laugh, cry, - city, you are 
the real world. - a world of fact, and that's the way it is. 
Take it if you want it. If you don't, get the hell out of 
the way. 
because there are people who do want IT - my love, my 
beauty, my heart. · 
I am man take me as I am, or leave me, boy. 
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Damn--God 
By Steve Gibbs 
Rising, surging 
ever higher; 
Thrashing, purging 
filthy fire; 
Hungry angels 
gnawing flesh; 
Brazen trumpets 
cymbals clash; 
Roars uprisen, 
humans scream; 
God ignores them, 
Ain't he mean? 
Accident 
By Elaine Lance 
I sat on a fence, 
Looking forward; not back; 
Seeing white, not black; 
Hearing laughter, not cries. 
I planned to stay there, 
But just then, the fence gave way. 
My pride has a splinter in it. 
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